
C&F Home Debuts 2019 Collections 
 
Classic Favorites Expanded and New Innovative Collections are Debuted 
 
NEWPORT NEWS, Va. -- March _, 2019 - PRLog -- C&F Home debuted new and expanded 
collections in showrooms across the country January 7 - _, 2019. The 2019 collections are 
characterized by development in classic on-trend categories that are already a strong focus for 
C&F Home, and also by ventures into new categorizes that expand the reach of C&F Home’s 
products.  
 
Additions to C&F Home’s staple on-trend categories include new coastal collections, nautical 
patterns, and lodge décor. Amber Sands, By The Sea, and Oceanaire Seafoam are just a few 
examples of collections that provide a cohesive coastal style for the bedroom, bathroom, dining 
table, kitchen, and living room. By The Sea even extends to the holidays with a coordinating tree 
skirt and stockings for Christmas. 
 
C&F Home expanded another of its favorite styles with new lodge quilt sets like Huckleberry 
Sage, Russell, and Lookout Lodge. There is also a strong rustic Christmas representation with 
Woodford, Lennox, Arlington Plaid, Lockley, and Wild Wood collections that offer coordinating 
tree skirts, stockings, and accessories. While each of these collections displays a distinct motif 
and style, they all have an inviting warmth that pairs well with a traditional rustic Christmas or 
winter lodge theme. 
 
Some of C&F Home’s new and innovative collections include pet lover items, new gift 
collections, and vintage décor. 
 
A fresh new addition to C&F Home’s gift items is the fun and humorous collection of stemless 
wine glasses with clever phrases from “They whine, I wine” to “I have mixed drinks about 
feelings.” There are also coastal, pet, lodge, and nautical designs to match a variety of 
sensibilities. 
 
Vintage décor with a modern twist is also featured in C&F Home’s 2019 collections with styles 
like the bold Bumble Bee collection. This new design uses a repeating bee pattern that feels 
modern and contemporary, even while evoking the refinement of French antiques or the quaint 
romance of a farmhouse in the countryside.  
 
C&F Home is known for high-quality and on-trend bedding and textiles, but now with new 
categories and innovative developments in the 2019 collections, the brand is going even further 
to provide everything necessary to make a home. 
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